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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Facing our Past: Rethinking Future Museums was and experiences of a year long journey that the
an initiative that attempted to restructure the

Uganda Museum futures study group undertook

notion of Museums by inviting museum

to achieve a very outstanding and informing

communities to interrogate documented

exhibition titled “Facing Our Past: Rethinking

memories

of

selected

museum

collections. Future Museums. Through a partnership between

Through this report, the Uganda National

the Uganda National Museum and

Museum Study Group offered the general public a MuseumFutures Africa Project, this report
platform to curate narratives into alternative

explores processes and conversations of the study

native memories that redefine the national story. In group documented through photos and texts with
a drive to Africanize museums, the museum and

the main focus on the exhibition.

museum communities shaped the memories they

Facing our Past: Rethinking Future Museums

are proud to own and support.

flipped the H9 display titled “The Beginning of

Such transition brought to light the strong salient Uganda” as a case study to question, rethink and
spirit of African nationalism exhibited within

rewrite narratives that will best represent

African museum collections. Therefore, this

Uganda’s heritage.

exhibition report shows the process, modalities
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INTRODUCTION

“Facing Our Past: Rethinking Future Museums” was
a year long journey that started with the formation of
a Study Group by the Uganda National Museum after
being selected by the MuseumFutures Africa (a Pan
African project supported by Goethe Institute).
This study group of twelve people included; Uganda
Museum staff (Ajiambo Catherine, Ssebuyungo
Christopher, Ssebunya Joseph, Mugume Amon,
Ngangeyu Eunice, Kyamanyi Diana, Neruba Linda and
Openja Steward), a performative artist
(Ssebaggala Andrew Lwanga Jedidiah), a Visual
Artist/Curator (Balimunsi Philip), a representative from
Community Museums (Kitaulwa Abraham) and a
private Heritage practitioner (Nsibambi Fredrick).
The team spent twelve months from December 2020 to
December 2021 meeting twice a month to trigger
conversations based a set curriculum. The team
always met every first Thursday and last Friday of the
month to rethink, redefine and develop new concepts
of how museum processes and activities should
communicate to native Ugandans and Africans at large.
The journey took the team through three phases of the
curriculum where; phase one looked at self-motivation
and leadership, phase two explored social systems of
museums and Phase three interrogated museum
business. The team organized meetings which were
termed as “encounters” that birthed numerous
interesting and vibrant conversations around
museums, amongst which included: decolonization

and restitution, museum communities and community
museums, decolonization and Africanisation, and
questions of how museums can qualify its employees
and communities that have attained relevant
experience to practice as unconventional Museum
experts with relevant formaldocuments to back up such
expertise.
In October 2021, the team focused the core aspects of
its conversation to focus on a project that would
interrogate the change they aspired to effect in the
Museum practice. Because fundamental change is
never a single man’s game but a collective bargain, the
team invited the entire museum staff for a session to
update them on what had transpired in the previous
nine months with a request to all willing participants to
join and work together to achieve the project as a
museum community beyond a study group.
This registered great success when a big number of
museum staff joined the study group to give a hand
whenever required, and thus it’s one of the main
reasons accounting for the success reported about the
project. This report gives an account of the Uganda
Museum Study Group activities throughout the
MuseumFutures project emphasis on the successes,
challenges and recommendations registered towards
the realization of the “Facing Our Past: Rethinking
Future Museums” exhibition as a reflection of the whole
project experience over a period of one year.
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PROJECT CONCEPTUALIZATION

Why Facing the Past: Rethinking
future museums?
A while after the study group session of “Our Museum
Story” that introduced showcase H9, titled “the
Beginning of Uganda” which is located within the
history gallery of the museum, many arguments and
discussions followed the encounter. This kept the team
wondering whether the narrative represented by the
showcase was colonial or Native, whether the
statement was a reflection of the Whiteman’s
perspective or Uganda’s. So many suggestions kept
creeping in the minds of the team, wondering
whether they should re-write H9 into a new narrative
that would best represent native histories and speak to
Ugandans through native processes informed by
conventional realities or create an entirely new
experience linked to H9. This propelled the team to
take up the discourse into a project that created an
alternative display or showcase that would in future
inform the museum administration the best museum
practices that could evolve the museum in view of
public engagement. In this, the team positioned itself
as a “new school of Museology” focused on an
alternative interactive (performative) experience that

would bring to life the salient native spirit beneath the
museum collections hidden behind glasses in museum
storages as well as reinvent displays that communicate
to Ugandans.
This process took close to four months of
soul-searching, without a clear path taken. However,
in one of the study group encounters focusing on the
project, the team got an idea of exploring the framing of
the existing narratives and thus suggested that before
attempting to write anew narratives, efforts should be
made to first revisit history by triggering conversations
with former museum staff to understand what and how
the museum historically evolved. This discourse
triggered questions of; what environment did the
former employees work in? How independent were
they? Who determined the stories displayed in
galleries? What process did they use to collect
objects? What skills and knowledge were they
required of to work in the museum? How do such
museum experts perceive H9 today? And given an
opportunity, what would they change in the Museum
displays?
Many names within the museum, academia and
cultural spheres of relevance were suggested and
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these included: Mr. Kamulegeya Charles, Dr.
Kamuhangire Ephraim, Mr. Kizalwa Samuel, Dr.
Khanakwa Pamela, Mr. Wamala and Mr. Bulenzi
Patrick. The team only had one week to meet all the
suggested people in a non-conventional interview set
up structured into an informal conversational visit to
limit formal disruption into a native based discourse.
Because of limited time, all listed experts were
contacted and appointments fixed to work towards
achieving the set deadlines. However, the team
managed to only meet four of the suggested
respondents, who included: Mr. Kizalwa Samuel, Mr.
Bulenzi Patrick, Mr. Kamulegeya Charles and Dr.
Khanakwa Pamela. After conversations with former
and current museum staff, it was discovered that some
had worked for the Uganda museum for at least eight
years and others for as long as forty years. To the
study group’s surprise, the narrative of “the Beginning
of Uganda” was actually not written by colonialist but
Ugandans who had become curators at the time. When
asked about reasons behind such a theme, their
response justified the theme of “the Beginning of
Uganda”, for it represented the evolution and growth of
trade and that the country was beginning to gain
economic prominence. They however, agreed to the
fact that there was need to revisit the showcase and
interrogate it because it may not make sense today as
it did at that time.

To broadly explore the notion of the new “school of
museology” through the exhibition, “Facing Our Past:
Rethinking Future Museums”, the Study Group turned
the project into an experiment aimed at interrogating
existing conventional museum practices as ways of
determining how they influenced audience
engagement in relation to perception and reception of
Museum experiences to Ugandans. Many ideas
randomly arouse, but the team dedicated its energies
towards basic museum practices experienced by
every member of the study group as outlined below;
1. Community curation (Come write your own story)
2. Conservation conventions (don’t eat in the museum, don’t touch)
3. If Museums hold collections in trust of the communities, why the
entrance fees!
4. If glasses are taken away from museum showcases, what
behaviors do visitors display while interacting with the objects?
5. How can museums give audiences an experience of the
“behind the scenes” of an exhibition?
6. How can museums deploy relational forms of documentation
away from; the visitor’s book, catalogue and press statements.

Given such responses, the study group got energized
to rethink the entire project and took a relatively
different approach away from the earlier planned. The
team’s project focus was then geared towards
exploration of the notion of the “New School of
Museology” informed by experimentation as process
based experience that triggered a number of
questions and discussions that defined the entire
exhibition at the end.
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PROJECT PHOTO PROCESSES
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

“Facing Our Past: Rethinking Future Museums”
exhibition is a multilayered experience divided into
three sections with each in conversation with each
other. Without a clear criterion of where the viewer
ought to start from, the exhibition offers a back and
forth viewing experience to audiences across all the
four sections of the display.
These Sections included;
1. The reception into exhibition
2. Original H9
3. The Main exhibition hall composed of two subsections

Photos of the study group with the
museum community experimenting
with native processes as new school
for defining future museum practices
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Original Showcase H9

Original Showcase H9 is a display titled, “the
Beginning of Uganda” located in the History gallery of
the museum. Original H9 is at the far end of the
museum directly opposite to the main entrance into the
main exhibition hall. From the main entrance into the
exhibition through the hallway or exhibition reception,
original footprints of one of the museum staff (Diana
Kyamanyi), also a member of the Uganda Museum
study group were reproduced and glued onto the floor
with H9 printed on. In order to connect the exhibition to
the entire museum and most importantly H9, the
footprints move from the entrance of the main
exhibition, through the hallway to the original
showcase H9.
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Reception into the Exhibition
The reception into the museum exhibition hall was
used in form of a hallway with one side composed of
unchanged museum showcases and the opposite side
plainly curved towards the exit into the museum
gardens. The exit into the gardens offers an interesting
tranquil resting spot to audiences after viewing intense
museum collections.
Here the Study Group designed the museum
architectural monument image using typography made
up of words used by members since the start of the
MuseumFutures project. A small team from the study
group was selected to listen to all audio recordings
and read all previous study group reports to extract
words that defined the future museum philosophy of
the group. Every word that shaped the museum’s past,
present or future in relation to the entire museum
futures project was transferred to a fresh page that in
turn defined the typographic interpretation of the main
museum architectural monument. This typographic

design was employed as a metaphor to portray the
future of African Museums in a conceptual format
shaped by words shaped by the study group as a
weapon towards Africanisation since the start of the
project. Besides the typographic design of the
museum monument, were the names of all members
of the Uganda Museum study group plotted onto the
wall for purposes of validating words and
acknowledging their authorship in view of the project.
Next to the Main exhibition entrance was a display of
portraits of all members of the study group taken during
different sessions of the project.
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The Main Exhibition

The main exhibition hall was divided into two
subsections with plywood sheets; the main exhibition
display linked to H9 with installations of three items
(two directly picked from H9 & one study group choice)
and another subsection was linked to the development
processes of the Museum Futures project. Each of the
two subsections was climaxed with a television set to
offer a video documentation of experiences to
audiences. The MuseumFutures project process
subsection was punctuated with installations of; a
television display and photos of the study group
session processes taken since the start of the project.

Subsection One:
- Installations of three items (Two from H9 - Salt and Cowrie shells
& Study Group proposed alternative object - “Gourd”)
- A TV screen installed adjacent to a wall installation of the gourd
with information about the different uses and stories of the gourd
- A donation box with words: Entrance Fee, any amount
- A CCTV camera as well as the exhibition text

Subsection Two:
- Has Uganda Museum study group photos of the project
process displayed on the wall
- A showcase displaying life of a former museum staff
- An Art piece which gives an artist view or perspective of the
Showcase H9
- A screen showing videos and photos of the study group team
and its pair (Steve Biko Museum)
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Main Installation Displays Directly
Linked To H9
Two objects selected directly from H9 were mounted in
form of an installation portraying its evolution over the
years without any descriptive text placed next to it but a
white panel with a sizeable question mark was
mounted next to each installation as a prompt to
audience contribution. This offered all invited
audiences with an opportunity to simultaneously
contribute to the narrative of the two objects. Each
member of the audience was given; two plain sticky
notes of differing colors, a brand new set of
headphones and a Museum Futures branded pen to
write their memories of each of the two items on

display with plain white museum boards.
The audience then went ahead to stick their written
ideas on the plain white boards with a corresponding
color. This relational experience offered the exhibition
audience an opportunity to be part of the curatorial
processes of the exhibition and the museum narrative
at large. This text together with the research process in
the whole exhibition will in future inform the
alternative narrative to be developed by the museum
and the study group as a proposal for future review.
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Object selected by the Study Group

The gourd is the object that the study group felt was
extremely relevant in daily lives of native Ugandans
and thus believed was such a common amongst many
Ugandan communities valid for this expedition.
The group therefore, deemed it relevant to express
narratives of the selected object in a number of varied
forms including but not limited to; video, text and
physical usage within the exhibition to grant
audiences a glimpse into functionality of the object in
question (The video featuring a study group member
(Kitaulwa Abraham) discussing gourds was recorded
by the study group on one of its community museum
field tours with the South African counterparts from

Steve Biko Foundation on their visit to Uganda.
A relief installation of the gourd cut in different
shapes, sizes, textures and patterns was mounted
in the background and a 3D large-sized calabash
demonstrating functionality was mounted on a
pedestal with other usable small gourds littered on the
floor. Due to COVID-19, every gourd used by
audiences was marked with their names and thrown
back into the installation on the floor by audiences
after usage and experimentation at own volition. All
gourds shaping the wall relief installation were fixed
on a white piece of cloth and bolted onto the wall.
A text and video setup framing context of the object
were mounted adjacent to the object.
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Process Oriented display

Within the main exhibition display, there was a
slightly dark room with directed spotlights to enhance
the ambience of audience visual experience. This
room composed of; an installation of photos of the
Museum Futures study group sessions mounted on
a wall and a television screen displaying initial video
recordings of individual members of the group
introducing themselves and projecting the future of
museums was dedicated to the development

processes of the project. On the other side of the wall
was a showcase of an interesting collection of
historical objects donated by one of the former
museum staff after the group interview and thus part
of this collection was also included in the project
process subsection of the exhibition. The wall next to
the exit of the main exhibition subsection displayed
the visual artistic interpretation of H9 by the invited
visual artist.
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EXHIBITION OPENING EVENT

On 15th December 2021 the Uganda Museum Study
Group opened its doors to the museum community to
experience the full exhibition arena as co-curators but
also intentionally experience the behind the scenes of
the exhibition making process. At 15:00, the audience
arrived at the venue to a surprise of an unfinished
exhibition installation they were invited to attend. The
study group intended to give the general public a
glimpse into the behind the scenes of the exhibition
but also turn audiences into active participants to such
a relational experience co-curated by folks with varied
backgrounds. The event later opened with speeches,
followed by a brief background on the MuseumFutures
project from the project coordinator, an open public
discussion on the Future of African Museums and
finally a guided tour of the “Facing our Past: Rethinking
Future Museums” by study group members.
Right at the entrance, the audience was expected to
contribute to the exhibition in a number of ways as
active participants but they were most importantly
intentioned to perform as per the setting of the
exhibition arena. Every participant was handed

basic tools and materials required to navigate through
the exhibition experience. For purposes of observing
COVID-19 standard operating procedures, each
participant had to sanitize and was thereafter handed;
an exhibition branded pen, two stickers of distinct
colors and a gourd with their names recorded onto it as
a form of documentation away from conventional
museum guest books. While participants were ushered
into the main exhibition arena, the study group
surprisingly added the footsteps moving from the main
exhibition entrance through the reception hallway to
the original display H9. A CCTV camera initially
installed to capture all the processes and behaviors of
all people who visited the exhibition was activated to
capture footage that would be reviewed after closure of
the exhibition to inform and give recommendations to
the administration on how to evolve museum practices
based on exhibition experiences. The exhibition was
full of surprises that were creatively crafted to engage
audiences and trigger voluntary participation and
contribution towards shaping alternative narratives for
the selected museum collection.
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STEVE BIKO TEAM VISIT TO UGANDA
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STEVE BIKO TEAM VISIT TO UGANDA
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CHALLENGES

Limited time given to explore themes within the
different curriculum. All session meetings were planned
to last for 3 hours each and twice a month. This was
limiting due to how heated and broad the subjects were
to the group that had to give an opportunity to every
member to share their views.
The exchange program was limited to only three
people within the study group hence leaving a gap
among members of the study group who never made
the same trip. Even though the team broadly shared
with the study group, the exchange had a lot of
experiences added to the project but in turn had to be
approved by the entire group, thus delayed decision
making.

Due to COVID-19 restrictions and lock downs, the team
was forced to hold virtual meetings which really
affected productivity of some of the curriculum
sessions, conversations and topics but most
importantly exhibition realization.
Limited public attendance due to COVID-19 affected
the project experimentation because gatherings were
limited to only 30 people who had to convene under
very strict measures.
Some topics in the curriculum were less applicable and
this affected productivity of some study group led
facilitation and hindered expectations of such
encounters.

Limited resources allocated to the project were
stretched by COVID-19 measures and hence could not
sufficiently facilitate members for extremely necessary
far reaching experiences upcountry as part of the
project implementation process.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Uganda Museum Study Group wishes to have
their exhibition titled “Facing Our Past: Rethinking
Future Museums” turned into a travelling experience
that MuseumFutures Africa ought to support and
facilitate its travel to different spaces within and outside
Uganda and allow the study group to explore unique
contexts with different audiences.
There’s need to widen the scope of the exchange
programs for participants to not only visit one space but
all spaces of participating museums to offer a broader
experience of Africa. This will inform and expose the
teams to different contexts, conversations and realities.
MuseumFutures Africa should create a platform to
help the different study groups share experiences and
conversations from the Museum-Futures Africa project
even after the project comes to an end.
MuseumFutures ought to encourage museums to open
up their doors and take risks of experimentation with
non-museum professionals because museum spaces
are cultural laboratories of expression where mistakes
can be made and lessons learned.

MuseumFutures should create a joint collaborative
project for all the six participating museums to
facilitate collaboration and get participants technically
acquainted with each other in a broader sense as they
explore possibility of a joint vision towards Africanizing
museum experiences in Africa.
MuseumFutures should create a platform to facilitate
travel of projects across different participating
museums beyond pairs to give an opportunity for
participants to experiment their solutions across
different contexts.
MuseumFutures Africa Create a forum, conference or
symposia through which participants can share
experiences but also broadly debate cultural matters
as a way of paving way for future experimentation and
evolution of the Museum practice.
MuseumFutures Africa should consider awarding
certificates or qualifications to all participants as a way
of evolving the curriculum based experiences acquired
by participants over the period of one year into a
qualification that members can even use in
conventional museum processes.
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CONCLUSION

Despite the many challenges fueled by COVID-19 and
its subsequent painful lockdown measures, the
Uganda Museum Study Group is proud of the success
and reception the “Facing Our Past: Rethinking Future
Museums” exhibition has registered so far. The team
will now embark on review processes of all
publications written about the exhibition, preparations
for the subsequent experimentations with the same
exhibition format and above all, transferring the same
experiences to the rest of the country and the
continent at large. The group tremendously
acknowledges the support that MuseumFutures
Africa faculty, steering committee and partners
rendered throughout the project because in you we
found new networks to reach out to as we embarked
on a journey to redefine the African school of
museology and render African experiences a servant
of justice to African identity. Great thanks to the
sponsors of the program and all institutional partners
for they have offered the strongest scaffold upon which
Africa will stand to strengthen its cultural framework
vested in people as moving structures in times when

COVID-19 seems determined to silence humanity. The
Uganda Museum Study group with support from the
Uganda Museum has accumulated a wealth of
experience for which we believe is worth more than
quantifiable but deserves to be qualified as a new
school of African cultural engagement that ought to be
explored further as new African reality. Our cultural
intervention is just the beginning to the renewed wave
of African nationalism and identity discourse
manifested through public engagement with interesting
proposals aimed at empowering Africans to tell own
stories through unique native inspired contemporary
cultural experiences to the global audience. With such
creative deliberations, we therefore remind African
cultural practitioners to focus on the noble duty of
Africanizing African experiences that reconnect
Africans to Museum narratives since they are the
biggest producers of heritage.
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LINKS TO PROJECT PUBLICATIONS

Facing our past: Rethinking Future

Facing our past: Rethinking Future

Museums Newspaper Article

Museums opening event livestream on

https://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/magazine/ YouTube
audience-takes-part-inshow-on-facing-our-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWmJs4K-

past-audience-3668178

65pI
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